
"Sonic Plasticity is a theoretical and technological framework that acknowledges the 
importance of sound in our understanding of the space around us and explores sound’s 
potential to create new artistic experiences. The framework proposes the use of sound as 

a plastic medium; one that can be stretched throughout space, that has height, width, 
and depth. The works produced within this framework serve as context in which the 

listener is encouraged to contemplate the act of listening as a phenomenon, intentionally 
disassociated from traditional narrative or representation.” 

 
 

Sound is essentially a pressure wave that propagates through air, bouncing off walls and 

objects until it loses energy and dissipates. A source, such as a mechanic event, like clapping, 

dragging a chair, or a dog bark, produces each sound. 

 

As a sound wave propagates outwards from its source it encounters different physical objects, 

all made of different materials. At each collision point, the particles forming the pressure wave 

bounce and change direction, losing energy absorbed by the object’s surface and converted into 

heat. These interactions get encoded into the final waves that make our eardrums resonate and 

contain information not only about the sound source but also about the space surrounding it. 

 

Our mind is constantly scanning for sound sources around us. By simply listening one can 

estimate where sound-emitting objects are located in relation to us, if they are moving, what 

direction they are moving in, and if they represent a possible threat to us. Our ability to locate 

sound-emitting objects through listening has evolved and developed over thousands of years 

and has been fundamental to our survival. 

 

The issue of sound localization is very useful to our daily life, but it is not often considered when 

creating new artistic experiences. Audio engineers use panning and reverb to recreate the 



placement of musicians during a performance by recording their individual sonic contributions 

into mono files and placing  them within the plane produced by a stereo system. When this 

process is done properly it could make the listener feel closer to the sonic material s/he is 

experiencing, almost as if s/he was in the studio when the music was recorded.  

 

But once a sound has been recorded, it gets disassociated from the object that produced it. This 

means that the object that originated the sound is no longer responsible for creating the 

pressure wave described above. Instead, an electronic setup is needed to reproduce and 

amplify the recorded sound. The source of a reproduced sound depends mainly on the speaker 

system placement, but there is a catch to it. Consider a simple setup: a laptop connected to a 

single speaker. In such scenario it becomes obvious that the speaker is the source of the 

sound. Now consider a different scenario, the same laptop connected to a mixer and then to a 

stereo system. Using the mixer’s panner, the reproduced sound is placed between the two 

speakers. In such a scenario, a person would see two possible sound sources and hear one 

virtual source  placed in between. A virtual source  is the result of combining software and/or 

hardware to simulate the placement and directionality of a reproduced sound. 

 

Recorded sounds exist in the form of information, and this information can be transformed by 

adding electronic and/or algorithmic processes modeled from our observation on how sound 

and space interact. Audio engineers and composers use reverb, delay, and filters to add 

information to a reproduced sound that our mind interprets as spatial cues, similar to the ones 

added by a physical space. The processes allow the creation of dynamic virtual spaces , whose 

shape and properties depend on the parameters fed to the constituting processes over time. At 

times, the chain of processes can make it feel like the sound has been produced in a very large 



space and immediately after fade into a small narrow one. In contrast, the effect a space has on 

sound is mostly static, as it depends on the space’s dimensions, objects, and materials. 

 

The same evolutive mechanisms used by the listener to decode the properties of a space can 

be fooled in order to create a new aesthetic experience. Using multichannel speaker systems, a 

composer can place a virtual source anywhere within the periphery of a plane formed by the 

speakers. The more speakers in the plane, equally distributed, the more resolution the 

composer has to place a virtual source. With diffusion techniques like Wave Field Synthesis, 

sound can be taken out of the speaker plane and placed inside the space surrounded by the 

system, allowing the composer to specify the location and direction of a virtual source. 

Ambisonics and VBAP panners allow for the possibility of elevating a virtual source above and 

below the more traditional stereo or 5.1 surround speaker arrangement, permitting the 

composer to seamlessly move a virtual source left-right and up-down. 

 

As a result of studying and experimenting with such technologies and diffusion techniques, I 

propose Sonic Plasticity , a theoretical and technological framework that acknowledges the 

importance of sound in our understanding of the space around us and explores sound’s 

potential to create new artistic experiences. The framework proposes the use of sound as a 

plastic medium; one that can be stretched throughout space, that has height, width, and depth. 

The works produced within this framework serve as context in which the listener is encouraged 

to contemplate the act of listening as a phenomenon, intentionally disassociated from traditional 

narrative or representation. 

 



Sonic volumes  are the building blocks of the framework. They are temporal tridimensional 

forms, comprised of one or multiple virtual sources, whose contours cannot be seen but only 

experienced through active listening and movement. They are the consequence of the 

interaction between algorithmically-produced sound and the listening space that contains it. The 

shaping of these volumes over time mainly depends on the type or combination of synthesis 

techniques and frequency content used to produce the sound, the speaker placement and 

quantity, and the geometry and size of the room.  

 

One way of creating sonic volumes  in space is through the use of the standing wave 

phenomenon as a composition tool. Standing waves  occur in an enclosed listening space as 

first generation sound waves interfere with reflected sound, producing zones (or large virtual 

sources) in space where certain frequencies get amplified, modulated, or canceled. As a listener 

explores the listening space, s/he steps in and out of these acoustical zones. Each zone has 

distinct tonal qualities. By walking around, s/he can choose which zones to experience or avoid, 

or even focus on the in-betweens, thus creating his/her own experience. By Identifying the limits 

of the zones, the listener identifies the contours of the volume.  

 

Sonic volumes can also be created using granular synthesis and multichannel sound systems 

as a 3D sonic particle system. The accumulative effect of interweaving of a vast amount of 

individually spatialized grains allow the creation of large and dynamic virtual source, whose 

dimensions are bounded to the area of the plane created by the speaker system. Think of the 

sound of a beehive, with hundreds of bees flying around it with seemly random trajectories. One 

could step back and focus on the beehive’s sound as a single source, or walk closer to it and 

pay attention to each bee sonic contribution, or stand somewhere in the middle and focus on 



how their individual contributions and locations create shapes over time. Devising different 

methods to automate the synthesis process is key to producing different shapes, tones, and 

timbers. 

 

La Monte Young’s Dream House , Richard Serra’s Sequence  sculpture/installation, Maryanne 

Amacher’s installations and writing, and Bernhard Gunter Monochrome White / Polychrome 

W/Neon Nails  are some of the inspirations behind Sonic Plasticity as a framework. These works 

are completed by the audience’s participation. They require the audience to be present and to 

actively engage with the work. These works invite us to contemplate the way we experience the 

world around us. The narrative in these works are non-prescriptive, there is no single way to 

experience them. Engaging with the work offers unique opportunities for discovery of the 

external space and our internal perception processes. 

 

The Sonic Plasticity framework proposes a theoretical and technological foundation to create, 

present, and talk about work exploring listening as a phenomenon. It provides concepts and 

tools to help understand sonic phenomena and their potential for creating new artistic 

experiences. Works made using the framework invite the audience to interrogate their very own 

listening experience. The sonic material and other elements comprising the experience are 

purposely there to stimulate and foster such behavior. One should approach these works with 

an open mind and the willingness to be enveloped by them, similar to how we look up at a clear 

blue sky. 

 

Wolfgang Gil. 


